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2II(I) state is 18 kcal/mol below25 the 4Z". In addition, the 
reaction 

Li2(1S8
+) + c ( 3 p ) — C-Li(4S") + Li(2S) 

is exothermic by at least 27 kcal/mol, while the corresponding 
H2 reaction 

H2(1S6
+) + C(3P) — C-H(2II) + H(2S) 

is endothermic26 by 23 kcal/mol. 
For Li2C we have found three bound triplet states well below 

the first singlet. While two of these triplets, the 3Sg~ and 3A2 have 
very different geometries, they have essentially identical (at our 
level of accuracy) energies. We estimate that both are bound 
relative to C(3P) + Li2(1S8

+) by at least 53 kcal/mol. If one 
reduces the symmetry from C21, to Cs, these two triplets share the 
3A" symmetry and would suffer an avoided crossing. This avoided 
crossing will have a significant effect on the dynamics of the 
reaction of ground state C and Li2. 

Both the ground state of C-Li and the low-lying 3A2 state of 
Li2C are characterized by a donation of electrons from Li or Li2 

to an "empty" p„ orbital on C. Schematically 

P0-
 2 S Rr 2o"g 

completely analogous to the N + + H2 case discussed by Dewar.22 

This observation prompts the speculation that one might fruitfully 
consider the recently predicted4,6 dilithiomethane structure as 
carbenoids resulting from the donation of electrons from the 
bonding orbital on Li2 into a formally empty a orbital on CH2. 
For example, the planar 1A1 state would have the form 

PJb1) 

H J ^ 2 W 

(25) Kasdan, A.; Herbst, E.; Lineberger, W. C. Chem. Phys. Lett. 1975, 
31, 78. 

(26) Shevlin, P. B. "Advances in Reactive Intermediates"; Abramovitch, 
R. A., Ed.; Plenum Press: New York, 1980; Vol. 1, p 9. 

2,2'-Bipyridine (bpy) and 1,10-phenanthroline (phen) have been 
widely used as "classical" complex ligands for metal ions and 

Our calculations on CLi2 suggest that in this mode of bonding 
the Li2 separation would be between 5 and 6 bohr and the Li2 

end of the molecule positive relative to the CH2 end. The op
timized SCF structure of Ladig and Schaefer6 has the Li2C angle 
as 101.7° and .R(C-Li) = 3.485 bohr (corresponding to a Li2 

separation of 5.40 bohrs and a C-Li2 separation of 2.20 bohrs), 
with a dipole moment of +4.85 D. As we rotate the Li2 group 
90° about the C2 axis to form the "tetrahedral" isomer, we lose 
the stability due to the derealization of the carbon pT electrons 
into the Li p,. orbitals (a Li-Li bonding interaction), but we gain 
the ability to delocalize these electrons into the Li2 O1* orbital. 
This should result in an increased Li2 separation and LS6 calcu
lated 6.49 bohrs which is an increase of 1.09 bohrs over the planar 
separation. 

We can imagine the planar triplet being formed from the planar 
singlet by exciting an electron from the 2p„. on carbon to a pri
marily erg orbital ^a1 in C20) on Li2. Qualitatively, this at orbital 
would be the out of phase combination of the methylene a and 
Li2 2crg orbitals. When this orbital is occupied, one anticipates 
that, relative to the planar singlet, the Li2 separation would de
crease, the C-Li2 separation would increase, and the dipole mo
ment be negative on the Li2 side of the molecule. LS6 calculate 
a Li2 separation of 4.684 bohrs (a decrease of 0.721 bohr), a C-Li2 

separation of 3.131 bohrs (an increase of 0.931 bohr), and a dipole 
moment of-1.22 D (planar 1A1 was +4.85 D). As with the planar 
singlet, rotating the Li2 group in the 3B1 state by 90° about the 
C2 axis would destroy the delocalization of the carbon 2pT orbital 
into the Li2 it orbitals but will alow the delocalization of this 2pT 

orbital into the Li2 <ru* orbital. Because there is only one electron 
in this w orbital and the Li2 is rather distant (>3 bohrs) from the 
carbon, this delocalization would increase the Li2 separation only 
slightly. The calculated6 increase is 0.066 bohrs. 

While the ease with which this very simple model accounts 
qualitatively for the structural changes in the dilithiomethane is 
satisfying, the speculations should, of course, be checked with 
detailed calculations. 
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inorganic or organometallic fragments.1 3 Apart from their good 
o--donor complexing properties due to the bidentate coordination, 
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these systems are distinguished because of their relatively low lying 
TT* orbitals. As a result of this particular combination of electronic 
properties these ligands often form highly colored coordination 
compounds because of a low energy charge transfer in the excited 
state;2"6 they can stabilize labile inorganic or organometallic species 
by accepting excess negative charge;7,8 they also form easily re
ducible complexes with the additional electron(s) residing often 
in the ligand ir* orbital,1-3 and finally, they can function as 
negative molecular ions, thus stabilizing metals in formally low 
oxidation states.1>6b,9>1° 

Among the most simple coordination complexes of bpy and phen 
are the alkali metal "ion pairs"11 that form in the reaction of the 
corresponding heterocycle and an alkali metal in solvating ethers. 
However, while 2,2'-bipyridine ion pairs were reported as early 
as 195812 and have been frequently studied since then,13-14 the 
1,10-phenanthroline negative ion has not been well documented 
so far. Although the electrochemical reduction of phen has been 
investigated,15-18 an unequivocal ESR characterization of the 
reduced species is still missing: Assignments of ESR coupling 
constants for the phen radical anion were described as either 
"probable"19 or "not unambiguous".20 Moreover, the fact that 
/vvo5 molecular orbitals compete for the status of lowest unoccupied 
MO (LUMO) has not been critically considered before.21 

Recent investigations have demonstrated that not only alkali 
metals but also organometallics22,23 such as Grignard reag-
entsi4,2i.24,25 c a n transfer an electron to suitable N-heterocycles, 

(1) Cotton, F. A.; Wilkinson, G. "Advanced Inorganic Chemistry", 4th ed.; 
Wiley-Interscience: New York, 1980; pp 119-121. 

(2) McWhinnie, W. R.; Miller, J. D. Adv. Inorg. Radiochem. 1969, 12, 
135. 

(3) Schilt, A. A. "Applications of 1,10-Phenanthroline and Related 
Compounds"; Pergamon: London, 1969. 

(4) Cf.: Mason, S. F. Inorg. Chim. Acta Rev. 1968, 2, 89. Balzani, V.; 
Carosetti, V. "The Photochemistry of Coordination Complexes"; Academic 
Press: New York, 1969. 

(5) Ito, T.; Tanaka, N.; Hanazaki, I.; Nagakura, S. Bull. Chem. Soc. Jpn. 
1969, 42, 702. 

(6) (a) Coates, G. E.; Green, S. I. E. J. Chem. Soc. 1962, 3340. (b) Brown, 
I. M.; Weissman, S. I. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1963, 85, 2528, J. Chem. Phys. 
1965, 42, 1105. (c) Watson, S. C ; Eastham, J. F. J. Organomet. Chem. 1967, 
9, 165. 

(7) Yamamoto, A.; Morifuji, K.; Ikeda, S.; Saito, T.; Uchida, Y.; Misono, 
A. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1965, 87, 4652. Wilke, G.; Herrmann, G. Angew. 
Chem., Int. Ed. Engl. 1966, 5, 581. 

(8) Chisholm, M. H.; Huffman, J. C ; Rothwell, I. P.; Bradley, P. G.; 
Kress, N.; Woodruff, W. H. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1981, 103, 4945. 

(9) Cf. the list of compounds given in ref 2, p 190. 
(10) Herzog, S. "Neuere Entwicklungen der anorganischen Chemie"; VEB 

Deutscher Verlag der Wissenschaften: Berlin, 1974; p 366. 
(11) Szwarc, M., Ed. "Ions and Ion Pairs in Organic Reactions"; Wiley-

Interscience: New York, 1972; Vol. 1, especially the contribution by Sharp, 
J. H.;Symons, M. C. R., p 177. 

(12) Elschner, B.; Herzog, S. Arch. Sci. 1958, / / , spectrum No. 160. 
(13) Cf. the literature cited in: Hanson, P. Adv. Heterocycl. Chem. 1979, 

25, 205. 
(14) Kaim, W. Chem. Ber. 1981, 114, 3789. 
(15) Tabner, B. J.; Yandle, J. R. J. Chem. Soc. A 1968, 381. 
(16) Hunig, S.; Gross, J.; Lier, E. F.; Quast, H. Liebigs Ann. Chem. 1973, 

339 and literature cited therein. 
(17) Gurtler, 0.; Dietz, K. P.; Thomas, P. Z. Anorg. AlIg. Chem. 1973, 

396,217. 
(18) Rusina, A.; Vlcek, A. A.; Zalis, S. Z. Chem. 1979, 19, 27. 
(19) Dessy, R. E.; Charkoudian, J. C ; Rheingold, A. L. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 

1972, 94, 738. Identical ESR coupling constants were reported by: El-Shazly, 
M. F. Inorg. Chim. Acta 1978, 26, 173. 

(20) Gooijer, C ; Velthorst, N. H.; MacLean, C. MoI. Phys. 1972, 24, 
1361. 

(21) Kaim, W. J. Organomet. Chem. 1981, 222, C17. 
(22) Kaim, W. Angew. Chem., Int. Ed. Engl. 1982, 21, 141; Angew. Chem. 

Suppl. 1982, 298. 
(23) Kaim, W. Z. Naturforsch., in press. 
(24) Kaim, W. Angew. Chem., Int. Ed. Engl. 1982, 21, 140; Angew. Chem. 

Suppl. 1982, 289. 
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Figure 1. ESR spectrum of the radical complex formed in the reaction 
of 2,2'-bipyridine with diphenylmagnesium in THF (A) and its computer 
simulation (B). The line width is 0.010 mT. 

Table I. KSR Coupling C o n s t a n t s a x (mT) of 2,2'-Bipyridinc 
Radical Complexes 

radical 'N ?H(3) flH(<) «H(<) ? H ( 6 ) ref 

2a 
la 
2b 
Ib 

0.229 
0.261 
0.262 
0.293 

0.153 
0.122 
0.120 
0.067 

0.092° 
0.106 
0.168a 

0.194 

0.463 
0.464 
0.429 
0.387 

0.061 
0.057 
0.049 
0.031 

this work 
32 
this work 
14, 24 

a Methyl proton coupling constant. 

Table II. ESR Coupling Constants ax (mT) of 
1,10-Phenanthroline Radical Complexes 

radical flN *H(2) 0UU) 0UU) 0UU) ref 

4a 
3a 
4 b 
3b 

0.262 
0.280 
0.255 
0.290 

0.054 
0.041 
b 
0.021 

0.428 
0.360 
0.305 
0.290 

0.112° 
0.280 
0.255° 
0.326 

0.054 
0.041 
0.049 
0.064 

this work 
this work 
this work 
21 

° Methyl proton coupling constant. b Not observed, assignment 
to H(2) or H(5) uncertain. 

thereby forming organometallic radical complexes.14,21"25 ESR 
studies have exhibited characteristic changes of the spin distri
bution in these radical complexes upon organometal coordina
tion.14-21-27 Since neither complexation by RMg+21-24,25 nor the 
loose association with a potassium cation further complicates the 

(25) Kaim W. Z. Naturforsch., B 1981, 36B, 1110. 
(26) Kaim, W. J. Organomet. Chem. 1980, 201, C5; 1981, 215, 325 and 

337; Z. Naturforsch., B 1981, 36B, 677. 
(27) Cf. also: Kaim, W. Inorg. Chim. Acta 1981, 53, L151; Chem. Ber. 

1982, / /5 ,910. 
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Figure 2. ESR spectrum of the radical complex formed in the reaction 
of 4,4'-dimethyl-2,2'-bipyridine with diphenylmagnesium in THF (A) and 
its computer simulation (B). The line width is 0.013 mT. 

ESR hyperfine structure of the reduced complex ligands, these 
two reduction methods have been used to prepare paramagnetic 
species from 2,2'-bipyridine (1), 4,4/-dimethyl-2,2/-bipyridine (2), 
1,10-phenanthroline (3), and 4,7-dimethyl-l,10-phenanthroline 
(4). 

K l - 2 a , [ 3 1 

l b , L 2 1 , RMn I ^ gbj , 131,RMg 

Unambiguous determination of the ESR coupling constants 
helped to describe the radical ion state by the appropriate singly 
occupied MO, while the variation of the spin distribution upon 
different complexation or substitution could be rationalized with 
HMO correlation diagrams.14,28 

Experimental Section 
The ligands 1-4 were obtained from Alfa/Ventron and have been used 

without further purification. 
Radical preparation has been carried out under high vacuum in sealed 

glass tubes by reacting a dry THF solution of the ligand with a freshly 
prepared potassium mirror (radicals a) or a solution of diphenyl-

(28) Heilbronner, E.; Bock, H. "The HMO Model and its Applications"; 
Verlag Chemie: Weinheim/Deerfield Beach, 1976. 
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Figure 3. ESR spectrum of the radical formed in the reaction of 1,10-
phenanthroline with potassium in THF (A) with its computer simulation 
(B). The line width is 0.034 mT. For easier analysis of the spectrum 
the outermost line groups have been amplified and better resolved (C). 

magnesium (MgPh2)
29 in diethyl ether (radicals b). For ESR mea

surements the radical concentration had to be reduced until satisfactory 
resolution (line widths of 0.01-0.02 mT) could be observed. 

Electron spin resonance spectra were recorded on a Varian E 9 spec
trometer at a 9.5-GHz frequency, 330-mT magnetic field, and with a 
field modulation of 100 kHz. The perylene radical anion in DME30 was 
used for calibration. 

ESR spectra simulation was accomplished with the program ESPLOT.31 

The calculations were carried out on the Univac 1108 of the Ho-
chschul-Rechenzentrum Frankfurt. 

Results and Discussion 
The ESR spectra obtained after reduction of the ligands 1-4 

by K or MgPh2 have been analyzed with the computer simulation 
technique (Figures 1-3). The coupling constants, whose as
signment is discussed later, are summarized in Table I for 2,2'-
bipyridine radicals and in Table II for 1,10-phenanthroline radicals. 

Reduction of Ligands. The complex ligands 1-4 react with 
metallic potassium to form stable radicals. In contrast to Li+ or 
Na+ radical ion pairs,20,32 these paramagnetic species do not exhibit 
a detectable alkali metal splitting;33 the association between the 
ligand anions and the K+ cation is obviously not a very close one. 
However, the variation of solvents from ethers to DMF has been 
shown to cause a significant change in the spin distribution of the 
bpy radical anion;32 therefore, the potassium radical complexes 
might be best regarded at solvent separated ion pairs.11 

It has also long been known that organomagnesium reagents 
yield colored solutions with bpy6a and phen,60 and the use of such 
ligands as color indicators for the quantitative determination of 
organomagnesium and -lithium compounds was suggested.60 

However, the paramagnetism of these solutions was not recognized 
at the time, and the formation of radical intermediates in such 
reactions was not considered.6a,c 

(29) Strohmeier, W. Chem. Ber. 1955, 88, 1218; Z. Elektrochem., Ber. 
Bunsenges. Phys. Chem. 1956, 60, 396. 

(30) Bolton, J. R. J. Phys. Chem. 1967, 71, 3702. 
(31) Bock, H.; Kaim, W. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1980, 102, 4429; J. Orga-

nomet. Chem. 1979, 164, 281. 
(32) Takeshita, T.; Hirota, N. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1971, 93, 6421. 
(33) 39K isotope coupling constants have been observed in radical ion pairs 

of aromatic hydrocarbons,34 carbonyl compounds,35 and nitrogen-containing 
systems.36 
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Reduction of the ligands 1-4 by MgR1 represents a single 
electron transfer (SET) reaction,21'24,25,37 as has also been suggested 
for the Grignard reduction of aromatic ketones38a and hydro
carbons. 38b Organometallics with vacant coordination sites such 
as diphenylmagnesium dissociate in coordinating solvents into 
cations (viz., PhMg+) and ate-complex anions (viz., Ph3Mg")29, 
and initial complexation of the ligand by a RMg+ cation seems 
to increase the reduction potential sufficiently14 in order to allow 
a SET from the organometallic species. 

\ / • \y" 

Formation of organomagnesium complexes is evident from the 
considerable change of the spin distribution14,24,25 (Tables I and 
II), and the use of different organomagnesium compounds R2Mg 
and RMgX39 yields only marginally different ESR spectra.14,21,24,25 

In close analogy to this interpretation, a coordination between an 
organometallic cation RMg+ and (ketyl) radical anions is also 
suggested for the radical species found by Ashby and co-workers;41 

neither free ketyl intermediates nor radical anion-radical cation 
pairs can account for the reported ESR spectra41 which are yet 
to be analyzed. 

The 25Mg isotope splitting could not be observed in any of the 
radical complex ESR spectra,42 the reason being the low natural 
abundance (10%), the nuclear spin (/ = 5 / 2 ) , and the very small 
isotropic hyperfine coupling constants ^i50

43 of this isotope. 
However, double coordination in pyrazine and 4,4'-bipyridine 
radical complexes has allowed the determination of these pa
rameters.24,25 

The stabilities of the radical complexes are typical for radical 
intermediates of Weitz redox systems;44 complete reduction of such 
N-heterocycles by atom or group transfer is disfavored because 
of their propensity to retain at least some degree of aromatic 
character.45 

ESR Results for Radical Complexes of 2,2'-Bipyridines. A 
HMO calculation for 2,2'-bipyridine shows that there is only one 
low unoccupied MO (b[ in the cis configuration) relevant for the 
reduction to the radical anion (Figure 4). Reaction with po
tassium leads to the well-known radical species12,13 and reduction 
by Ph2Mg yields the organomagnesium radical complex.24 On 

(34) Gerson, F.; Lopez, J.; Boekelheide, V. J. Chem. Soc, Perkin Trans. 
2 1981, 1298 and literature cited. 

(35) Cf.: Herold, B. J.; Neiva Correia, A. F.; dos Santos Veiga, J. / . Am. 
Chem. Soc. 1965, 87, 2661. Lubitz, W.; Plato, M.; Mobius, K.; Biehl, R. J. 
Phys. Chem. 1979, 83, 3402. 

(36) McDowell, C. A.; Paulus, K. F. G. Can. J. Chem. 1965, 43, 224. 
Al-Baldawi, S. A. Gough, T. E. Can. J. Chem. 1971, 49, 2059. torn Dieck, 
H.; Franz, K. D. Angew. Chem. 1975, 87, 244; Angew. Chem., Int. Ed. Engl. 
1975, 14, 249. 

(37) Electron transfer has been also observed (a) in the reaction of 1,10-
phenanthrolines with Cp2Ti(CO)2 (Corbin, D. R.; Willis, W. S.; Duesler, E. 
N.; Stucky, G. D. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1980,102, 5969) and (b) in the reaction 
of l,4-di-te«-butyl-l,4-diaza-l,3-diene with Et2Zn (Jastrzebski, J. T. B. H.; 
Klerks, J. M.; van Koten, G.; Vrieze, K. J. Organomet. Chem. 1981, 210, 
C49). 

(38) (a) Russell, G. A.; Janzen, E. G.; Strom, E. T. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 
1964, 86, 1807. Ashby, E. C. Pure Appl. Chem. 1980, 52, 545 and literature 
cited therein, (b) Panek, E. J. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1973, 95, 8460. Ashby, 
E. C; Goel, A. B.; DePriest, R. N.; Prasad, H. S. Ibid. 1981, 103, 973. 

(39) Etheral Grignard solutions of RMgX can provide R2Mg according 
to the Schlenk equilibrium; cf. also the use of pyridine to shift this equilib
rium.40 

(40) Cope, A. C. / . Am. Chem. Soc. 1938, 60, 2215. 
(41) Ashby, E. C; Goel, A. B.; DePriest, R. N. / . Am. Chem. Soc. 1980, 

102, 7179. Ashby, E. C; Goel, A. B. Ibid. 1981, 103, 4983. 
(42) Cf. studies of 25Mg enriched radical complexes: Clopath, P.; von 

Zelewsky, A. J. Chem. Soc, Chem. Commun. 1971, 47; HeIv. Chim. Ada 
1973, 56, 980. 

(43) Goodman, B. A.; Raynor, J. B. Adv. lnorg. Radiochem. 1970,13, 136. 
(44) Hiinig, S.; Berneth, H. Top. Curr. Chem. 1980, 92, 1. 
(45) Kaim, W. Angew. Chem. 1981, 93, 620; Angew. Chem., Int. Ed. Engl. 

1981, 20, 599. 

dilution, this complex displays a well-resolved ESR spectrum which 
can be perfectly reproduced by a computer simulation (Figure 
1). The coupling constants of lb differ significantly from those 
of the radical anion la (Table I); this illustrates the considerable 
charge transfer from the ligand anion to the organometallic 
fragment, according to a more covalent metal-nitrogen bond.14 

The ESR spectra of the 4,4'-dimethyl-substituted derivatives 
2a and 2b are quite complex because of their 945 theoretical lines; 
nevertheless, a small line width also allows the determination of 
these coupling constants (Table I). As another example of an 
organomagnesium radical complex the ESR spectrum of 2b is 
shown in Figure 2 together with its computer simulation. 

The ESR coupling constants of the radicals 2a and 2b are listed 
in Table I. Whereas the parameters auN and aH(CH3) could be 
determined straightforwardly because of their unique multiplicity, 
the 1H triplet couplings had to be assigned according to the 
established14,32 ir-electron spin density diagram for the 2,2'-bi-
pyridine radical anion. Table I exhibits an almost continuous 
variation of coupling constants on going from species 2a via la 
and 2b to radical lb. This sequence can be rationalized considering 
two different perturbation effects. First, the replacement of K+ 

by the stronger coordinating RMg+ ion leads to a more covalent 
character of the metal-nitrogen bond; in the HMO model this 
corresponds to an increase of the Coulomb integral parameter /iN 

(as = ac+ M 2 8 ) from /iN ~ 0.3 to fcN ~ O.6.14 Secondly, the 
substitution of the 4,4'-hydrogens by methyl groups causes an 
opposite effect: The donor substituents CH3 weaken the ability 
of the ligand to function as a TT acceptor; using the common organic 
nomenclature one can argue that the inductive effect of the methyl 
groups reduces the electronegativity of the nitrogen atoms, es
pecially since the substituents are in the para position to the N 
atoms. Therefore, the effect of the methyl substitution on the 
ESR coupling constants can be simulated by a decrease of the 
parameter ZJN. Table I illustrates how both effects combine to 
give a sequence 2a, la, 2b, lb, according to increased /iN. In 
agreement with the iz spin density correlation diagram for the 
LUMO of bpy14 the coupling constants aN and «H(4) increase along 
that series, while the parameters OH(3)> aH(5)> an-d OH(6) show a 
decline. 

ESR Results for Radical Complexes of 1,10-Phenanthrolines. 
The 1,10-phenanthroline system is characterized by two low-lying 
unoccupied molecular orbitals of comparable energies.5,21 Al
though this fact had been reported in a PPP study of phen5 and 
was successfully applied to interpret the electronic absorption 
spectrum of [Fe(phen)3]

2+, no effort has been made to determine 
the nature of the LUMO experimentally. A closer look at the 
HMO calculation results shows that the relative energies of the 
two pertinent orbitals depend on the /iN parameter (Figure 4). 
For /iN < 0.83 the lowest unoccupied MO is of the a2 type (4a2), 
and its representation for ZJN = 0.4 (3) exhibits a small HMO 
coefficient at the nitrogen centers 1 and 10. This is the lowest 
unoccupied orbital of the isoconjugated hydrocarbon phenan-
threne.46 Only for relatively high47 values of /iN > 0.83 does the 
5b] orbital (3) become the LUMO; this molecular orbital is 
characterized by a large coefficient cN and corresponds very much 
to the LUMO of 2,2'-bipyridine (cf. also the small coefficients 
C5 and c6). 

4a3 5b, 

Surprisingly, the question as to which of the two orbitals is 
occupied on reduction of the compound has not yet been critically 
discussed. Numerous MO calculations have been performed for 

(46) Mobius, K. Z. Naturforsch., A 1965, 2OA, 1102. 
(47) Cf. the data given in: (a) Streitwieser, A., Jr. "Molecular Orbital 

Theory"; Wiley: New York, 1961; (b) Carrington, A.; dos Santos Veiga, J. 
MoI. Phys. 1962, 5, 21; (c) Gerson, F. "High Resolution E.S.R. 
Spectroscopy"; Wiley-Verlag Chemie: Weinheim, 1970. 
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Figure 4. Correlation diagram showing the Huckel MO energies ts (0) 
for the two lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals of 1,10-phenanthroline 
(solid lines) and for the LUMO of 2,2'-bipyridine (broken line) as a 
function of the Coulomb integral paramter AN. 

the 1,10-phenanthroline system,5'15"18,20'48"50 and in those cases 
where the nature of the LUMO was stated either explicitely5'18'20 

or implicitely17'49 it was identified as an a2 orbital. 
The dichotomy of two completely different low-lying MOs has 

been most strikingly illustrated in an interesting theoretical study 
on the radical ions of phen:50 The results from a conventional 
McLachlan procedure51 and from a more rigorous treatment (the 
AA method52) showed "a complete change in the pattern of spin 
densities";50 however, the obvious reason for that "gross disparity" 
was not given.50 Furthermore, in a detailed study on the sodium 
ion pairs of bpy and phen it was simply assumed that the first 
antibonding •K orbitals of these systems should have different 
symmetry.20 

With the unambiguous characterization of the organo-
magnesium radical complex 3b of 1,10-phenanthroline21 it became 
clear that these interpretations are in doubt: The almost identical 
values of aN for 3b and the bpy complex lb demonstrated clearly 
that a least in this species the 5bt orbital was the singly occupied 
MO. It remained to be investigated, however, whether a very 
weakly coordinating counterion such as K+ would lead to a reversal 
of the orbital sequence Sb1/'4a2, as had been demonstrated in the 
case of the LUMOs of 2,7-diazapyrene.53 

The reduction of phen with K in THF gives a radical anion with 
very broad lines in its ESR spectrum. Only the very dilute solution 
exhibits a useful ESR hyperfine structure; the spectrum with its 
computer simulation is shown in Figure 3. Close examination of 
the outermost line groups (Figure 3C) exhibits a quintet of lines 
with the intensity ratio of 1:4:6:4:1, this has to be attributed to 
two, accidentally degenerate 1H coupling constants of the phen 
radical anion. The next larger coupling constant amounts to at 
least 0.280 mT, and this is again the value that would be expected 
for the 14N splitting in a phen radical anion which has a singly 
occupied b] orbital (Table II). 

The assignment of the coupling constants for the phen radicals 
is based on the HMO spin populations which are a function of 
ZIN. AS has been successfully demonstrated in the bpy radical anion 
case,14 the simple HMO spin densities p* = C11

2 can be modified 
with the linear correction p' = pT - 0.02 in order to account for 
small, negative spin densities. Such a diagram for the 5b, MO 
of phen is shown in Figure 5; the use of the parameters AN = 0.6 
for the organomagnesium complex and of AN = 0.3 for the K+ 

(48) Perkampus, H. H.; Knop, J. V.; Knop, A.; Kassebeer, G. Z. Natur-
forsch., A 1967, 22A, 1419. Rosenberger, H.; Pettig, M.; Madeja, K.; Klose, 
G. Ber. Bunsenges. Phys. Chem. 1968, 72, 847. Reinhold, J.; Benedix, R.; 
Birner, P.; Hennig, H. Z. Chem. 1977, 17, 115. 

(49) Held, R.; Dietz, F.; Thomas, P. Z. Chem. 1972, 12, 304. 
(50) Honeyburne, C. L. MoI. Phys. 1971, 21, 1057. 
(51) McLachlan, A. D. MoI. Phys. 1960, 3, 233. 
(52) Snyder, L. C; Amos, T. J. Chem. Phys. 1965, 42, 3670. 
(53) Bruhin, J.; Gerson, F. HeIv. Chim. Acta 1975, 58, 2422. 
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Figure 5. Correlation diagram showing the modified x spin densities P1/ 
-Pf1- 0.02 as a function of the Coulomb integral parameter hN for the 
5bj orbital of 1,10-phenanthroline. Broken lines denote a negative sign 
of the spin density P1/. 

ion pair, which were found for bpy radical complexes,14 helps to 
assign the ESR coupling constants for the phen derivatives (Table 
II). Especially noteworthy is the equivalence of the two smallest 
coupling constants for radical 3a (Figure 3 and Table II); this 
is exactly what the diagram in Figure 5 predicts for AN = 0.3. 
For AN = 0.2, the HMO 7r-electron spin densities also agree very 
well with the values obtained from a more rigorous calculation 
which included quartet annihilation to the doublet ground state50 

of the phen anion radical; even the relative magnitudes of the two 
small coupling constants aH(2) and aH(5) are reproduced. 

As in the bpy series (Table I), the incorporation of dimethyl 
derivatives (4a and 4b) causes typical changes of the spin dis
tribution: Upon methyl substitution the coupling constants vary 
according to a decrease of AN, i.e., aH(2) and aH(3) increase while 
aN and aH(4) are decreased. The spin density in positions 5 and 
6 depends very little on AN; consequently, the corresponding 
coupling constants do not display a uniform behavior (Table II). 

Reduction of 1,10-phenanthroline with sodium in THF yields 
a radical complex with an ESR spectrum that is complicated by 
the additional 23Na splitting (7 = 3 / 2 ) . On low resolution the 
spectrum looks similar to the one obtained by reduction with 
potassium (Figure 3A); a decrease of the line width exhibits an 
enormously complex hyperfine structure which obviously cannot 
be fully analyzed with conventional ESR techniques. It seems 
this fact facilitated the erroneous interpretation of the ESR 
spectrum by Gooijer and co-workers,20 especially since these 
authors assumed the singly occupied MO of phen to be of the a2 

type. However, this is obviously an invalid assumption because 
even in the solvent separated ion pair K+/phen~- it is the Sb1 MO 
that is singly occupied. In good aggrement with this assignment 
the temperature dependencies of the alkali metal hyperfine cou
plings are very much alike for the Na+/phen~- and the Na+/bpy"-
ion pairs, a fact which has puzzled the authors of that study.20 

Consequently, the doubt20 cast on the traditional explanation of 
the temperature dependence of the alkali metal splitting is un
founded too. 

Summarizing, this investigation has clearly explained why both 
ligands, 2,2'-bipyridine and 1,10-phenanthroline, display such an 
equivalent behavior and yield complexes with similar properties: 
The fact that the features of interest, the lowest antibonding 
orbitals of both compounds, have almost identical character has 
been demonstrated by unambiguous ESR characterization of the 
corresponding radical complexes. A note of caution may be added: 
One-electron MO approximations may be advantageously used 
to describe certain experimental results such as the 7r-electron spin 
distribution; however, these methods are less reliable when the 
sequence of orbitals with comparable energies has to be deter
mined. 
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